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TI IE ""RACE TO THE TCW11 AND THE INEVITABLE FALL 
TO TI IE BOTTOM: HOW TI IE PRINCIPLES Of THE 
"'CAMPAIGN fOR FISCAL EQUITY11 AND ECONOMIC 
INTEGRATION CAN HELP CLOSE THE ACHIEVEMENT 
GAP 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Every weekday morning, students ~Kross America pledge 
allegiance to the t1ag. They pledge allegiance to "one nation ... with 
liberty and justice t(>r all," 1 but in reality, the American education 
system is riddled with injustices and inequalities. 2 Embedded behind 
the Amcrionizcd ideals of equality and justice there lie unspoken 
policies of segregation and inequality. 3 These policies contribute to 
the stunning inequalities that pervade the American public education 
system, adding to the achievement gap.4 
As a nation, we must be honest about the t:lct that, although our 
education system is great in many respects, it is permeated with 
disparitics.5 Millions of American children from low-income and 
minority communities t:lcc educational inequities that result in 
undcrpcrf(m11~lncc6 and, ultimately, an American citizenry brgcly 
uncduotcd and ill-prepared to be contributing members of society? 
In m~my respects, this inequity in education is the Civil Rights issue 
of our time.~ 
President Obanu's Race to the Top ("RTlT") education rd(mn 
is deepening educational inequality by increasing disparities in 
funding through the usc of competitive-based grants. Essentially, 
I. The lndcp. H,lli Ass'n, The l'!nzt.;eofAJk:t.:I;lncc, IIISTORICAL DOCUMENTS (2012), 
http://www .ushist< >rv .< >rg/ d< Kumcnts/plcdgc. htm. 
2. S,1hrina T,wcrnist:, r'duc;Jtion G;1p Gro11c1· Between R1d1 ;1nd l'oor, Stti<fi(·s Sw, N.Y. 
TIMES, h:h. 9, 2012, ;l!';l/};Jh/c ;tt http://www.nvtimt:s.mm/20 12/02/1 0/t:duution/nlucation-
gap-gn >WS- henvcctJ-rich -a11d- p< >< >r-stud ies-
show.htmP _r=2&pagewantcd=all&src= ISMR_Al'_JJ) _MST _J::B 
achievement gap). 
3. !d. 
4. 1d 
S. 1d 
6. ld 
(rckrrin" ,.., to the 
7. C1mpaign tin· Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. New York, IOO N.Y.2d ~93, 90S-O~ (N.Y. 
2003). 
~- ALLL\1\CE I'<JR QUALITY EllUC. & CAMI';\1(;;-..: HJR FISCAL EQUITY, INC., 
TFSIVvlO:--.IY TO TIIF jOINT SENATE t:JNANCE COMMrrn·J·:S A Nil ASSUA!ll.Y \VA YS ANI> 
MEANS 4 ( J::ch. I, 20 II), http://www.'ll]LilV.org/nv/wp-content/uploads/20 I I/0 I/2 _IS_ 20 I I-
j < >int -(:FE- AQ E- kgislati ve- bud get -hcari ng -cd ucation- final. pdf 
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RTIT strips children of their right to an adequate, equitable 
education by providing students in "winning" states the opportunity 
to learn in high-quality environments, while children in "losing" 
states arc deprived of this same opportunity due to a lack of 
fundingY 
The principles encompassing New York State's education rct<:m11 
initiative, the Campaign t()r fiscal Equity ("Cf'E"), 10 should be 
~1pplicd at the federal level in order to spark education rct<:m11 that 
will succcsstl.Illy counteract the achievement gap. The principles 
encompassing current education rct<:m11 programs, such as R TTT, 
however, arc inconsistent with the goals of CfE.ll R TIT hils to 
provide a higher-quality education to all students and contributes to 
the expanding achievement gap rather than counteracting it. The 
basic principles of CfE, as well ~1s those encompassing economic 
integration, should be applied to education rd(xm in order to 
remedy the current t~1iling state of our education system. 
A. Roadmap 
The Introduction of this Article provides a short analysis of the 
current problems facing education rd(mn today, paying particular 
attention to the expanding achievement gap. It also explains why 
current rd(xms, such as R TTT, have proven unsucccsstlil in 
counteracting the achievement gap. finally, the Introduction offers a 
potential solution to education rcf(mn at the federal level by 
analyzing the principles behind CFE, New York State's model of 
education rcf(mn. Part II provides a brief history of education 
funding and rcf()rm in the United States. Part III includes an in-
depth analysis of the recent education rd(mn initiative RTIT. Here, 
particular attention is paid to the deficient principles behind RTIT, 
as well as additional problems with the current path of education 
rcf<:m11. Part IV offers a potential solution to the currently biling 
state of education rct<:m11 through an analysis of the principles 
<J. Eliza Krigman, J)o C!Hnpctitit•c· Gr:ultl Hurt hJit;z/ Upportunin·, NAT' I. J. (Aug. 2, 
2010 ), http://educnion.nati<malj<Junul.e<Jm/20 I 0/0H/d< J-e<Jmpetitive-grams-hurt-equ. php. 
10. Campaign tiJr hscal Equitv, Afi,sion St;ztcmcnt, 
http:/ fwww .ckqtt irv .< Jrg/static. php? page= m issi< Jll_ 
statemem&categorv=ahout_us (last visited Jan. 20, 2012) (CfE is responsible tin· "lcad[ing' 
the dr(Jrt to protect and promote the constitutional right to the opportunitv f(Jr a sound h,lsic 
education j(,r New York's public school students."). 
II. ld 
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encompassing CfE. This section also provides an update on the 
effects of the groundbrc;lking holding of CFJc' v. State o{ Nnv 
York.12 Part V fl.Jrthcr explains how the principles behind CfE can 
be applied nationwide to achieve greater success vvithin cduc1tion 
rcf(m11 and help close the achievement gap. Part VI builds on the 
possibility of rcf(mn through CfE by introducing economic 
integration. finally, Part VII concludes by highlighting the 
importance of the role of the tCdcr;l] government in cduc1tion 
rcf(mn. 
H. A Pamn:zl Fxamplc 
Although there arc volumes written on the issue, <lS well as 
countless hours of research and no shortage of opinions, there often 
is no substitute f(>r personal, real-world experience to validate one's 
perspective. My student teaching experiences in western New York, 
f(>r example, demonstrate the consequences of inequitable hmding, 
which pervade the educational system at large. 
One of my first student-teaching placements was at an inner-city 
elementary school-a f(nirth-grade class at Rochester School Number 
5 ("School 5 "). The class consisted of thirty-seven students and one 
teacher. About half of the students in the class were classified as 
English as a Second Language students. Student enrollment at 
School 5 included a 92.41,\iJ minority population. l3 further, less than 
half of the students in the school perf(>rmcd at a "proficient" level on 
any of the state standardized tests. 14 About 90% of the students at 
School 5 were from households that received public assistancc. 1S 
School 5 is a prime example of how poverty and a lack of tlmding 
a fleet students' qu<llity of education. 
In contrast to School 5, my very next placement was 
approximately ten miles down the road at Allen Creek Elementary in 
Pittsf(>rd, New York. Pittsf(m.i is one of the more at1lucnt districts 
within the New York State school system with an estimated 42% 
higher average household income than any surrounding county. 16 
12. Campaign t<>r fiscal Equity, Inc. v. New York, IOO N.Y.2d 893,914 (2003). 
13. ,~dwol 5 fohn Wtlkuns, I.OCi\LSCJ!OOLDIRH :TOR Y.U >M, 
http://www.localschooldircctorv.com/public-schoolf60874/NY (last visited )<lll. 21, 2012). 
14. Jd 
IS. !d. 
16. PrtTSH>IU> SCI!S., l'nTSH>Ril SCI!OOI.S AT i\ l;LA~CF (2009), 
http:/ jwww. pitts!( >rdscll< ><>ls.<>rg/tilcsjtiksvstcm/P( :SI )'){,20Glancc%20E IN AI. '){,20prcss%20rc 
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The second-grade class I was assigned consisted of twenty-one 
students, a teacher, and a certified classroom aide. Approximately 
90<.J1> of the students in the Pittsf()rd district perf<m11ed at or above 
proficiency standards, 17 and less than I% of the student population 
in the Pittsford District qualified for reduced lunch. Ul Students at 
Allen Creek had access to state-of-the-art f:Kilities, qualified support 
statl~ and an overall higher quality education in comparison to 
students at School 5. 
The dichotomy between these two neighboring schools is 
representative of a nationwide funding issue. In essence, the 
education system must be altered at a national level in order to obtain 
tlmding equity and close the achievement gap. Students' potential 
should not be defined by their zip code. 
II. A BRIEF I !!STORY OF EDUCATION fUNDING AND REFORM IN 
THE UNITED STATES 
"The federal government, through the legislative process, 
provides assistance to the states and schools in an dl()rt to 
supplement, not supplant, state support." 19 Sources of school 
f1mding in the United States vary from state to state.20 On average, 
45.6% of funding comes from states, 37.1% from local governments, 
and 8.3% from the federal leveJ.2 1 The primary source of federal 
support f()r kindergarten through twelfth grade began in 1965 with 
the enactment of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
("ESEA"). 22 ESEA authorizes grants f()r elementary and secondary 
school programs f()r: "children of low-income bmilies; school library 
resources, textbooks and other instructional materials; supplemental 
education centers and services; strengthening state education 
agenCies; education research; and professional development f()r 
ady.pdf. 
17. fd 
I X. l'ittsti.ml Cmt. Sch. Dist., NEW YORK STATE DISTRICT RFI'ORT CARll 
CO!'c!I'REI IF~SI\'E l~FORMATIO~ REI'ORT 2 (2006), :/1':1!/;J/J/c ;J{ 
http://www.p 12.nyscd.gov/rcpcrd2005/cir/26 l 40 I 060000.pdf 
19. Margaret Spellings, U.S. lkp't of Educ., (hcn·icw: 10 h1ct1 About 1\-12 
Jc(/uc:wim fimding, En.c:ov (June 200S ), 
http:/ /www2 .ed. g< >v/about/< >Vervicw /ti.xl/ l Of:JCts/i Jllkx. html. 
20. School fiiuncc, Enuc. WEEK (Aug. 4, 2004), 
http://www .cd week .org/cw /issucs/sdH >ol-timncc/. 
2 l. Spellings, supJ;Jnotc l 9. 
22. Jd. 
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teachers. "23 
The No Child Lett Behind Act ("NCLB") of 2001 was intended 
to be a re~mthorization of ESEA.24 NCLB's express purposes include 
raising achievement f{>r all students and closing the achievement 
gap.25 However, in reality, NCLB is a test-centric act that has placed 
too great an emphasis on adequate yearly progress ("A YP"), thus 
biling to drive educational improvement where it is needed the 
most.26 NCLB is the epitome of the carrot-and-stick approach to 
education rd(m11. Through NCLB, the federal government offers 
funding t<>r schools that meet A YP benchmarks (based on 
standardized test scores) while sanctioning schools that do not meet 
these standards27 by t:1iling to provide ~1dditional hmding to those 
schools unable to meet the standards on their current budget. NCLB 
mandates higher scores, but hils to provide poorer schools with the 
resources to nuke this achievement possible. 2H In essence, the 
mandate is hollow, setting up the more wealthy schools f(>r tl1rther 
success and the less wealtlw schools t<>r ftJrther E1ilure. 
While the publicized goals of NCLB may be credible, a bck of 
tlmding has proven problematic. 2<J When N CLB was passed, the 
Department of Education assured states that federal funding would 
cover a significant portion of the costs associated with the law's ne\v 
requirements.3° The costs related to test administration, l.bta 
collection, and school improvement rd(mns have been substantiaJ.3 1 
States often claim that NCLB is under-ftmded, citing evidence that 
the federal government has not adequately supported 
23. !d 
24. !d 
2S. !d 
26. STFI'I Ii\:--JIE ABERliER FT i\1.., CUJSI:--Jli TilE ACl IIF\'Fi\IE:--JT G\1': Tllr 
0\TRI.OOI-..FD STIC\THiY Of' SOCIOECONOMIC I:--JTHiRATIO:--J 12 (Nov. 20, 200'J), :ll".lii:Jh/c 
.It http://a I OOnluclti<>lulpolicv. pbw<>rks.e<>m/f/( :Ir >sing+ the+ Achicvement+Gclp+ · 
+ Socir >ecrmomic+ lntegrc1tion.pdf. 
27. U.S. lkp't of Educ., O!'CITJc-w: J•(mr l'il!:m· of'NCf_lJ, Ell.liO\' (July I, 20041, 
h tq >:/fed .g< >V /ncl b/r >verview/i lltr< >/ 4pi I Iars. htm I. 
2X. J::ed. Educ. Budget Project, H:1dgmund & An1/r:1i1: No (]uld felt Hchind 
l-inl<lii1g, NE\\' A:v\. J::OUND. (Julv I <J, 20 II), http://kbp.newamcrica.net/bcKkground-
,\lla lvsis/n< >-chi ld-ldi: -behind-li1nd i ng. 
2<J. !d 
30. U.S. Dep't of Educ., .11/f'U note 27. 
31. The administrative costs l(>r NCLB testing include: an estimated $3.<J billion l(>r 
tests in their current l(>rm, $S.3 billion t<>r multiple choice and cssav ti>n11<lt, cmd $1.<J billion 
li>r a strict!v multiple choice eum. U.S. (;Fr-.:. Au:oUNTINli 0HICF, TITLE I (Mav 2003), 
.11.1if.lhlc :It http://www .gao.g<>V /new .itcms/d033H<J .pdf. 
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implementation costs,32 thus making it ditlicult to meet NCLB 
standards. 
President Obama authorized RTIT in 2009 as a "discretionary 
and competitive grant."33 The program essentially required states t~) 
compete against each other to qualify for a chance to win additional 
federal grant money.34 Although RTTI' funds were a small portion 
of the education budget f()r the fiscal year 2009-20 l 0, R TTT 
remains an important funding component in the grand scheme of 
education rd(mn.35 
In order to successtldly rd(mn the United States' education 
system, the federal government must enact programs that encourage 
states to work concurrently with the federal government and other 
states. Evidence shows that competitive education grant programs 
such as R TIT, however, will only widen the achievement gap. 36 
A. Divided We J<;uJ: The C'ontinwl Strug~le to Overcome "Separate 
hut h(JUal" 
"Separate but equal"37 is a well-known phrase f{)r any smdent 
who has taken an American history class. In Brown v. Board oF 
J;(fuCition,38 the Supreme Court declared state laws establishing 
separate public schools f()r black and white students 
32. The authorization level tiJr Title I !'art A spending has grclduallv increased from 
clpproximatelv $8 billion in 2001 to $25 billion in 2008. The appropricltion level however, Ius 
Eli led to increc1se. In 200 I, the appropricltion level was also $8 billion. In other words, all of the 
moncv authori~ecd tiJr Title I Part A was appropriated. In 2008, however, onlv 56'!1> of the 
monn· aurhori~eed was clctllcllly appropriated. U.S. Dep't of Educ., Overview: Rll<!t.:et ffi;·t()Jr 
T:1hks, En.l;ov (Aug. 5, 20 II), 
http://www 2 .ed .gc JV fa be JUt/< JVerview /bud get /h istorv ji1Kiex .html. 
33. U.S. lkp't of Educ., Rxc to the Top As;essmcnt l'uwr~un, Ell.GO\" (Ocr. 18, 
20 II), hrrp:jjwvvw2.ed.g;ov/pr<Jgrams/racet<Jthetop-assessmentjindex.html. 
34. U.S. lkp't of Educ., Press Rcluses: President Ohun;1, U.S. ,~(·cret:ur of Fduc. 
/)unun Announce ;V:Jtional Competition to Advance School Rclimn, En.l;ov (~ov. 27, 
2009), http: j jwww2.ed .gc Jv'/news/pressre leases/2009 /07/0724 2009 .html. 
35. Sam Dillon, hlucmim St:wdmf; !Jkdv to ,~(·c Toughcmi1g, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 14, 
2009, .1ui!:Jhk ;Jt http:jjwww.nnimcs.com/200<)j04/ 15/educationjl5cduc.html (the program 
serves as a tc.st model fill· rdim11s the Ohama administration would like to incorporate into 
NC:LB in the tl1ture). 
36. Krigman, supr:1note 9. 
37. Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 495 ( 1954) ("!IJn the tidd of public 
educltion the doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place. Separate educational bcilities arc 
inhncllt!V unequal"). 
38. !d. at 4'J5. 
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unconstitutional. 3'1 The Court ruled that the right to an education 
must be av~1ilabk to all on equal terms.40 The Court, however, gave 
little practical guidance as to how school districts and the lower 
courts were to carry out this major transt(>rmation in light of the 
segregated social hbric of many regions of the country. Although it 
has been nearly sixty years since that landmark case, the educational 
system continues to struggle to provide an equal education to all 
sttH.knts.41 
Education reform scholars argue that racial segregation, funding 
inequity, and educational inequality go hand in h~md.42 In the 1990s, 
courts bcg~m to examine whether the achievement gap between 
minority and white students was also ~1 "vcstige"43 of the t(mller 
segregated school systcm.44 Today, education analysts argue th~lt 
racial and economic segregation contribute largdy to the 
~Khievcmmt gap.4S The Community Service Society of the New 
York City Bo~1rd of Education has found: 
There is no "evidence" of "dcliber~1te individual discrimination" 
I but the fKt that I "those who allocate resources make decisions 
over and over again which penalize the poorest districts" ... 
"speaks to systematic bias which constitutes a conspiracv of 
effect .... Whether consciouslv or not, the system writes otr its 
poorest students. "46 · 
Achievement disparities arc pervasive and pose a serious 
challenge t(>r educators ~md policymakers, and as such, they must be 
3'1. fd 
40. /d.at 4'13. 
41. ERICA l'R:\~KE!'\BFRG ET AL., A MULTIRM:IM. SOCIETY W!Tll SHiRHiATFll 
S<:I IOOLS: ARE \VE LOSI:--.!Ci TilE DREAM? 4 (2003 ), .w.zi/:zhlc .It 
http:/ /pages. p<Hll< Hu.edu/ -vis047 47 /h21 /readings/ AreW e I Dsingthc I )ream. pdf. 
42. ld at II. 
43. )mkins v. Missouri, SIS U.S. 70, 117 (1'195). 
44. !d (holding that such low pertcmnancc had to he uus,lllv linked to the prior dual 
school S\'Stem). 
4S. ,kc f'IC\1\KFNBFR(; ET AL., sup1:1notc 41, .lt ]]-]2 n.30 ("The Gautreaux program, 
.1 remedv tin· public housing discrimination in Chic.1go, allowed thous,lllds of \"Cr\' 
impovni.shed public housing appliunts to move to suburban neighborhoods. Researc·h on this 
program has shown that after initial adjustment, those moving to suburban neighborhooch 
experienced num· positive social bmdits. Eduution.1l g,1ins tc>r children included lower 
dropout rates, a higher likelihood ro attend college ,md be in college-track cbsses, more teacher 
support, sm,lller dassc·s, and higher student achievement. These students .1lso were more likelv 
to ha1·e ti·iench who wr:re both black and white, ami did not experience .ury more lrarassrnellt 
ti·om their peers than those who remained in the cit\' did."). 
46. )0:--.!XIIIA\: Kozor, S;\\'Al;E lNE(.)l!AIITIES 99 (Harper l'ermnial lst ed. l'J'I2). 
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addressed and corrected immediately. Y ct another issue in education 
rdl:m11 includes the parameters of a sn1dcnt's constitutional right to 
an education. 
B. The Constitutional Right to a Comprehensive hducational 
Opportuni~J' 
State courts have interpreted the phrase "mcanint,rful 
cducation"47 to suggest that the Constitution guarantees that a sound 
basic education be given concrete, substantive contcnt.4X Words such 
as "adcquatc"4<J and "mcaningful"SO arc intangible, insufficient ideals 
without more concrete definitions and standards. 
Congress explains that a "high quality education "5 I requires that 
all children have a t:1ir, equal and significant oppornmity-"onc 
which prepares them to function productively as civic participants."52 
The court in Crr: v. New Ymf stressed that, when the New York 
State's Adequacy Clause was adopted in the nineteenth century, a 
sound basic education may well have consisted of an eighth- or 
ninth-grade education, but today "It Jhc definition of a sound basic 
education must serve the future as well as the case now bef()rc us. "5.3 
In considering the actual knowledge and skills that shldcnts need 
to function productively in modern society, some state courts have 
recognized that students who arc disadvantaged by the burdens of 
severe poverty need a broader set of services and resources in order to 
47. Campaign f(Jr Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. New York, 100 N.Y.2d X<J.3, <Jl4 (N.Y. 200.3). 
4X. !d. at <JOS (holding that the state comtitution requires that exh child he provided 
the opportunitv f(Jr a "meaningfi1l" high school education that includes n:rtain "essential" 
resources, such as qualified teachers, small class sizes, and hooks and other instmmentalities of 
learning, 1d. at 3.3.3-36, and that they be must be taught the specific skilb that will prepare them 
to tlmction productively as ci1·ic participants upablc of voting ;md serving on juries, id. at .3.3 I . 
. ~l.·c :zlm Abbott v. Burke, 710 A.2d 450, 41\ I (N .) . I <J<JX) ("The use of contcnt .md 
pcrt(m11clllce st.mdards embodied the accepted definition of a thorough and efficient educ.ltion, 
i.e., to prepare all students with a mc:Imiigfi!l opportunin· to participate in their communin·." 
(second emphasis ,Jdded)); W. Orange Cove Sch. Dist. v. Neely, I76 S.W.3d 746 (Tex. 2005) 
("Districts satisf}• this constitutional obligation when they provide all of their studenrs with a 
/7lC.l/]JJ/t{fi!l opportunin· to acquire the essential knowledge and skills reflected in .. 
curriculum rec]uirements") (emphasis ;Jdded)); Conn. Coalition f(Jr justice in Educ. hmding, 
Inc. \'. Rei!, <J<JO A.2d 206, 25.3-54 (Conn. 20IO) (state must provide ;lll "objectivdv 
meaningtlll opportunitv" to receive the bendits of the constitutional right). 
4<J. C:unp:zign f(,r h1u/ hJuin; 100 N.Y.2d at <JI4. 
SO. /d. 
51. 20 u.s.c. ~ 6301 (2006). 
52. Cunp:1ign /("· h'sc.z/ Fquin-, 100 N.Y.2d ,ll <JOX. 
5.3. ld at <J31. 
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have a meaningful educational opportunity. The New Jersey 
Supreme Court, t<>r example, ordered that students in the state's 
poorest urban districts be provided additional resources beyond the 
level currently enjoyed bv students in aftlucnt suburbs. 54 The court 
reasoned: 
This record shows that the educational needs of students in poorer 
urlun districts vastly exceed those of others, especially those fi·om 
richer districts. The dith:rcncc is monumental, no nutter how it is 
measured. Those needs go beyond educational needs; they include 
t<>od, clothing and shelter, and extend to lack of close E11nilv ~md 
community tics and support, and lack of helpful role models. Thcv 
include the needs that arise from a lite led in an environment of 
violence, poverty, and despair. ... The goal is to motivate them, to 
\vipc out their disadvantages as much as a school district can, and to 
give them an educational opportunity that will enable them to usc 
their innate ability. 55 
In order to succcssti!lly rd(mn the education system at large, the 
government must be willing to adjust the definition of what 
constitutes a "mcaningtill" education in light of the current 
achievement gap. In order to counteract the gap, the bctors 
contributing to it must first be examined. 
C The RclationslnjJ Between Struggling Schoof~· and ConcentJ:Jtcd 
Povertv 
Although state courts have held that the quality of cduotion 
children receive should be the s~1mc regardless of whether they live in 
rich or poor districts, the struggle to close the achievement gap 
continucs.56 By the age of nine, students in low-income areas arc 
~1lrcady testing three grade leveL<> behind their peers in more atllucnt 
communities, 57 and as these students continue with their public 
education, the achievement gap only expands. sx ~or example, 
54. Abbott v. Burke, 575 A.2d 35Y, 363 (I YYO). 
55. !d at 400. 
56. Roosevelt Flcmcntarv Sch. Dist. No. 66 v. Bishop, 17<) Ari£. 233, X77 (Ari£. 
I YY4 J. 
57. TFM II FOR AM., EQUITY W!TIIIl" REi\<:11: INS!l;IIT FRO~I TilE fRONT LINFS Of' 
A\IFRICA's ACIIIEVEMEI':T Gi\1' 2, 
http://www.tcachl(>ramcriu.org/assnsfdocumcnts/cqnitywithinrcach (List \·isitcd /cln. 21, 
2012). 
SX. !d 
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children from t:m1ilics making over $90,000 have a one-in-two 
dunce of graduating from college by the age of twenty-four, but that 
number drops drastically to one in seventeen f()r children from 
bmilics making less th~m $35,000. 5<J 
The vast inequalities that permeate the education of America's 
youth arc caused, in part, by the arcane principles under which we 
finance our public education system. In the vast majority of states, 
local property taxes provide a large amount of the funding t()r public 
schools, meaning that affluent suburban schools have greater access 
to funds as compared to their inner-city counterparts. 60 The property 
tax is a driving f(>rcc in shaping incquality.6 1 further, the federal 
government increases the existing disparity between the richest and 
poorest schools through their policies-effectively a federal subsidy 
f(>r an unequal education. 62 Concentrated poverty and segregation 
arc arguably the biggest culprits of the achievement gap. 63 
Ill. RACE TO THE TOP 
A. A BrieF Overview oFR 77T 
Through R m', the federal government solicits states to advance 
rd(xms around f(mr specific arcas: 64 ( l) adopting standards and 
assessments that prepare students to succeed in college and the 
workplace and to compete in the global economy; (2) building data 
systems that measure Sh!dcnt growth and success and inf(m11 teachers 
and principals how they can improve instruction; ( 3) recruiting, 
developing, rewarding, and retaining cftectivc teachers and 
principals, especially where they arc needed most; and ( 4) 
implementing the above three rcf(mns in order to turn around the 
59. !d. 
60. Dc1na l;o]dstein, hlucw(m Rctimn ;~nd .~dwol fiuu!JiJ!{, TilE A.vl. l'R<>SI'F< T ()ulv 
31, 2009), http://pn>spect.<>rg/artickjeduuti<m-rd(>rm-and-sch<><>l-funding. 
61. ld 
62. Ko;;oL, supr;~ note 46, at 54-55 ("[ S [ince propertv tax is counted as a tax 
deduction by the tCdercll government, home owners in cl wealthy suburb get hack a substantial 
portion of their moncv that thcv spend to timd their childrm's schools. Additionallv, the 
mortgage interest that home owners pay is also trcclted as a tu deduction - cssenriallv cl second 
federal subsich·."). 
63. ld 
64. ARJ'.:E DUNC;\N, ADDRESS BY SECRET/\R Y Of' EllUCi\TIO:-\ AT TilE 2009 
Gll\'EK:-\OKS EDUCATION SYMPOSIUM (June 14, 2009), :li':Jif:z/>/c :If 
http://www2.cd.g< >V/Ilt'ws/spceches/200<Jj06/0614200<J. pdf. 
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lowest-achieving schools.65 
Supporters of R TIT planned t(>r awards to go to states that led 
the w~1y with "ambitious yet achicv~1ble plans f(>r implementing 
coherent, compelling, and comprehensive education rd(mn. "66 
RTlT winners-states that ~H.iv~l!1ccd to round two and round three, 
as well as the overall winner of R TIT -were supposed to help trail-
blaze dlcctive rdcm11s and provide examples f(>r states and school 
districts throughout the country to fc>llow. 
llowcver, in reality, there will be three major negative 
consequences of R TIT. first, teachers will be "evaluated in relation 
to their students' test scores. "67 Thus, "schools that continue to get 
low test scores" will be "closed or turned into charter schools. "6X 
Second, in low-perf(>rming schools, principals and all or most "of the 
staff will be tircd."69 Third, "Is ltatcs I will be I encouraged to create 
many more privately managed charter schools."7° 
B. Assessing the A1en"ts oFR TiT 
1. J.(:dn:zl fimding !usn! on competition VC/~ms need 
The education rdcm11 initiative RTrr is a competitive sprint-
the least apt metaphor f(>r how to learn in the context of primary and 
secondary education, especially because it pits state ag~1inst state. 
Instead of assisting in its repair, RTfT is worsening the current 
despondent state of education in the United Statcs.71 R TTT's usc of 
compctition-b~1scd grants is widening the achievement gap through 
its paradoxical principles. States with greater access to tlmding arc 
rewarded with additional t\mding as a result of winning the alleged 
race to the top. By rewarding winning states with additional tlmding, 
R TTT simultaneously punishes states (and schools) that arc unable 
to compete in the first place due to a severe lack of fi.mds by denying 
them access to the very funding that has the potential to improve 
6S. fd cit 2-4. 
66. U.S. Dcp't of Educ.. Rc1cc to the Top hmd l'ro~rcl/11 J)cscnjm(m, Ell.c;ov (Jan. 
I 0, 2012 ), http://www2.ed.gov/progrcll11S/rc\Cetothetop/indcx.html. 
67. Diane Ravitch, Ohuna \ RclCC to the Top vV!ll Nor 1111f>!OI'C Joduution, 
lllJI FI:-.JGI'O:\ PosT (Aug. I, 20 I 0). http://www.hutlingtonpost.com/diane-ravitch/obamas-
rKc-t<l-the-t< lp-wi_ b_ 666S<JX. html. 
6X. ld 
()<), ld 
70. ld 
71. Krignun, supt:J note <J. 
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their educational system_72 Essentially, R TIT not only hils to 
counteract the current achievement gap, but it enhances the disparity 
in funding issue. 73 
One of the goals of R TIT includes turning around 5000 
struggling schools in the next five years.74 While the general principle 
of closing the achievement gap is credible, R TIT's framework for 
reforming these struggling schools is too narrow. Encouraging 
individual states to intervene, primarily by dearing the path for 
charter schools, replacing teachers and principals, or closing down 
schools will not successttilly rcf(m11 the United States' education 
system.7S 
Richard Kahlenberg, a senior tdlow at The Century 
foundation,76 describes the connection between RT1T and the 
~Khievement gap by stating, 
Taken together, the emphasis on school integration-through 
voluntary incentives rather than compulsion, with an emphasis on 
economic status rather tlun race-dovetails nicely with Barack 
Ohama's winning vision of "One America." Ohanu's centrist 
education agenda to date-charter schools, pert(mnance pay t(Jr 
teachers, and accounubility-lus its place, but simply 
supplementing what was essentially the Bush administration's 
platf(mn with more money is not hold enough f(Jr the challenges 
we hce. If the Obama administration wants to make real inroads on 
breaking the cycle of poverty, it needs to do better than Pless!· 1'. 
f(·Jguson. 77 
Kahlenberg points out the importance of a federal education 
policy that implements a system of voluntary incentives as opposed 
to competitive compulsions. While the ideal of "One America"7H is 
72. ld 
73. ld 
74. The White !-louse, Rcnurks lw the !'resident ;lt the Amen(~/\ l'mn7l:,c Alk111cc 
l:"ducation Fvmt, SPEECIIES & REMARKS (Mar. I, 201 0), av;1i/;1hlc .lt 
http:/ fwww. wh i tchc >use .gc >V /the- press-< >fficcjrcmarks-prcsidcnt-amcricas-pre >misc-all iancc-
cd ucatic m-cvcnt. 
75. Krigman, supt:lnotc 'J. 
76. The Ccmurv ~ound., The Ccntli!T Foundltion: An U>·en·icw, ABOliT TilE 
hJU:-o:lli\TION (2012), http://tcf.org/about ("TCf is a progressive non-partisan think tank" 
progressing idec1s that advance C<JUa!itv). 
77. Richard Kahlcnbcrg, C111 Se;urHe /Jc Lqu;ll?, TilE A,'vl. l'KOSI'F< T (Aug. 16, 
2009), http:f/www.prospcct.org/cs/articlcsr;lrticlc=un_ separate _be_ equaL 
7H. BAKACK OHM!;\, KFYNOTE ADDRESS /IT TIIF 2004DFMOC!Zi\TI< NATIO:">:i\1. 
CO~VE~T!ON: ONE !'EOI'I.E, ONE AMFRIC\ (july 27, 2004), ;w;ui:lhlc at 
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noteworthy, we arc on the wrong path if we W<l11t to reach that goal. 
The federal government has the power to place the t(xus of rct(mn 
on funding disparity and closing the achievement gapJ'> As of now, 
Obama's R'I~IT initiative merely serves as additional funding to 
Bush's NCLB.X0 A completely new rcf(m11, as opposed to one that 
provides additiotul tlmding while encompassing the same principles 
of NCLB and RTIT, is necessary. 
2. !"ewing bc!HiJd cqui(v fhr monL:l': ;zdditional problems with the 
R T1T program" I 
Competition docs not encourage change in the context of 
primary and secondary education rctcJrm; t(xcing students, schools, 
and states to compete t(x their civil right to an education is not 
just. X2 R TIT essentially coerces states to jump through hoops in 
order to chase dollars instead of pursuing what is in the best interest 
of the students. X3 
One of these hoops is the implementation of charter schools. X4 
Interestingly enough, under R TIT requirements, the mere 
implemcnt<ltion of clurtcr schools is not sutlicicnt. States with laws 
placing a cap on the number of charter schools would jcop<lrdizc 
state ch<lnccs to compete under R'lfT. X5 This hoop illustrates the 
long-term effects of shifting resources from public schools to small 
education start-ups. X6 
http://www.washingtonpc>St.com/wp-dvn/articks/ A I '>75 l-2004jul27.html. 
7'>. Spellings, supr;z note I'>. 
XO. Dillon, supra note 35. 
X I. Ravitch, supr;lnotc 67. 
X2. An analogy can be drawn to the principles behind aHirmative action-the idea of 
compensating those who hcwe been treated unjustly. Here, students in low-income 
communities need more moncv (not equal money) in order to be able to compete on an equal 
pl.wing ticiL!. Anvthing less is unl:tir. Kozol., supr;lnote 46, at 5<). 
X3. The U.S. Dcp't of Educ., Stcm·s Open to ClurtCJ:I' Surt F1st in "Rxc to the /(JfJ," 
EI l.U l\' ()till<" X, 200<) ), http:/ jwww2.ed.govjncws/pressrdc.tscs/200'>/06/060X200<),l.html. 
X4. !d. 
X5. !d. (quoting Arnie Duncan: "'States that do not have public charter hws or put 
artilicicll caps on the growth of clurter schools will jeopardize their applications under the Race 
to the Top fund.") 
X6. S(T TIIF Cm. !'OR RFSFARCII ON EllUC. 0UTCOMFS AT STANHlRll lJNIV., 
,'v\LTJ.Tll'I.E CIIOICE: Cl I ARTER SO TOOl l'FR HlRMi\NCE II\: 16 STATES, EXECUTIVE SU:\1/vL\R Y 
I (200'>), at';ul:lbk ;n 
http:/jcredo.stanf(,rd.edujrep<lrts/MUI.Til'I.E _ CJ IOIC:E_EXE<:UTIVE%20SUMMAR Y.pdf. 
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The current administration's decision to encourage more charter 
schools is not a valid solution to the problems currently being the 
Amcrion public education systcm.X7 It is contended that RTIT 
promotes accountability, but, in reality, there is minimal 
accountability if a charter school t:1ils or undcrpcrforms. XX Rather, 
this alternative solution provides the federal government with a 
loophole to avoid addressing the real issues. Swdics show that often 
charter schools merely serve as "magncts,"X'J funneling the good 
students out of the public school system and further contributing to 
the achievement gapY0 There is no evidence to support the 
contention that charter schools on average get better results than 
public schoolsY 1 Thus, charter schools arc not a long-term solution 
for achieving cxccllcncc in education, closing the achievement gap, or 
preparing the next generation to compete globally.<J2 
Charter schools present logistical and evaluative problems, as 
well. Charter school oversight boards and existing education boards 
arc not equipped to evaluate the standards and value of schools to 
communitics.<J3 further, because curriculum, teacher credentials, and 
in-house experience vary from school to school, it might prove 
ditlicult to compare apples to oranges with regards to charter 
schoolsY4 Consequently, "the isolated successes of a tcw 'no excuses' 
X7. !d. 
XX. !d. (a Stanfc>rd University study f(llmd that "nearlY half of the charter schooLs 
nationwide luw results that arc no different ti·om local public school options and over .1 third, 
37 percent, deliver learning results that arc signific.llltlv worse than" if the .student had 
rcnuincd "in traditional public schools"). 
X9. KO/DI, supra note 46, at 54. 
90. !d. 
9!. TilE Cm. FOR RFSL\RCI I 0:-\ Ellll(. OUTCOMES AT STANHlRD lJI'\1\'., Sllf'/~lllotc 
X6 ("Of the 2,403 charter schools reflected on the curve, 46 percent of clurtcr schools h.nT 
math g.1ins tlut arc statistically indistinguishable ti·om the average growth .ll11ong their 
I traditional public school I comparisons"). 
92. Editori,ll, Shuttering H.zd Charter .khoo/;, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 20, 2012), 
http:/ jwww .nvrimcs.com/20 12/02/21 /<>pini<m/shuttcring-bad-clurtcr-sch<>ols.html i _r= 0 
("I D l<"pite a growing number of studies showing that charter schools, financed with public 
moncv and operating in 40 states, arc often worse than traditional schools, the state and local 
organizations that issue charters and oversee rhc schools arc too hesitant to shut them down. 
That has to ch,lngc if the movement is to maintain its crcdibilitv."). 
93. Nat'! Ass'n f(>r the Advancement of Colored People Legal Defense and Educ. Fund 
("NAACP"), Race to the Top? Hank1ilJ' on (.'lz.zrtcr .~(hoof;· to .~:we the Fuhizg l'ublic .klwol 
.~btcm, TIIF DEFEt--;llERS 0:-\11:-\F: A CiVIl Rx:r rrs BL<Ki (jan. 2X, 20 II). 
http://www. theddcndcrS<mlinc .com/20 l 0 /02/02/race- t< >-the- tc >p-baJ 1king -< m-ch.mcr-schc" >is-
n>-save-rl1e-1cliiiJlg-pul,Jic-sch<lC>I-svsrem/. 
94. !d. 
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charter schools cannot address the 
~Khicvcmcnt gap."% A rdcm11 that is 
picture change is necessary. 
persistent and widespread 
capable of making the big-
Equally alarming as the charter school issue, however, is RTCf's 
reliance on st~1nd~1rdizcd tests to measure achievement. This over-
reliance on test scores is also a hallmark of the troubled NCLB Act.<J6 
RTIT defines struggling schools primarily by reference to students' 
pcrt(mnancc on standardized assessments. <J? Instead of seeking ways 
to support the work of these struggling schools, RTTT 
inappropri~nely makes test scores the goal of education, as opposed 
to a mere indicatorYX 
Evaluating teachers in rcbtion to student test scores, a practice 
used under R TIT,<J'> has adverse consequences as well. This practice 
makes standardized tests more important than ever. Thus, even more 
time and resources arc being devoted to raismg scores on 
standardized tcsts.IOO As a result, the curriculum will be narrowed 
further because of the link between wages and scores. Essentially, 
R TIT presents the same teaching-to-the-test problem as NCLB.IOI 
further, in its f(>eus on assessment, RTlT neglects to tip the scale in 
hvor of ending another basic f(>rm of educational inequity: unequal 
funding. As it is today, RTlT serves to widen the achievement gap 
by perpetuating government-sanctioned inequality.' 02 
<JS. AI\ERl:ER FT IlL., SIIJ>U note 26, at 28. 
<J6. Diane Ravitch, 0/wn.J \ JV.u· on Schoof,, NEWSWEEK (Mar. 20, 20 II), 
http://www. thedaildxast .u >m/JJCwswcek/20 II /03/20 /obama -s-war-on-schools. html (stating 
th.1t "Is Jundardizcd-tcst scores can provide usdtd inf(>rmarion about how students .liT doing. 
Bur as .soon as the scores .liT tied to tiring staff~ giving bonuses, and closing schools, tht: 
me,lsUJTS become the goal of cduurion, rather tlun an indic1tor. R.Kc to the Top \\Tnt 
even hevond NCLB in its reliance on test scores as tht: ultinuK measure of eduutional 
qu,llin•."). 
<J7. U.S. lkp'r of Educ., Robust }).zu Gil·es U1· the Ro.zdm.zp to Rdhrm, EIH;ov 
() tme 8, 200<) ), http://www2.ed.gov/print/newsjspeeches/200<)j06/0608200<) .html. 
<JH. NAACP, supr.z note <)3. 
<)<)_ lbvitch, supra note <J6. 
I 00. An example of this includes tht: current deh,ne surrounding teaching to the test. 
"JTJhe tests .liT neither E1ir nor objective," "their usc promotes a narrow curriculum and drill-
lib: 'teaching to the test,"' .md "excessive testing undermines Amerio's ,1hilin· to produce 
innm-c1tors and cririol thinkers." .~(·e genera!h- Is the l!1c o( Suml.zrdi;ccd ](·stl· lmpronizg 
hluc.w(m 1i1 Ameriu), l'R<JC<JN.<JRl; ((kt. 2S, 2012), stambrizc<ltcsts.pn>nm.<>rg. 
I 0 I. R.l\·itch, supnz note <J6. 
I 02. Krigman, SUf'J:J note <J. 
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C TcachCJ:s·' PcJ:spcctivcs oFR TIT 
Teachers (and teachers' unions) fear that R TIT "is merely a re-
authorization" of NCLB.l 03 Many educators find the similarities 
between NCLB and R TIT troublesome. "The 3.2-million-mcmbcr 
National Educ1tion Association said in a . . . letter to the 
Department of Education that they f(mnd the 'top-down approach 
disturbing."' 104 An excerpt from the letter states, "We have been 
down that road bcf()rc with the t:lilurcs of the 1 NCLB I, and we 
cannot support yet another layer of federal mandates that have little 
or no research base of success, and that usurp state and local 
governments' responsibilities f()r public education."! OS 
The current top-down approach bils because the federal 
government docs not assist states in rectifying the enormous 
disparities between schools in more atllucnt communities and schools 
in lower-income communities. Instead, the federal government 
chooses to usc the carrot-and-stick approach by oflcring tCdcral 
funding to states that meet specific assessment standards I 06 and 
penalizing states that do not meet these standards by denying them 
the very ftmds necessary to improve their education system. 
Several other members of the education rcfcm11 communitv 
disagree with the current state of federal education policy, as well. 
National Education Association President Dannis Van Rockel told 
the New York Times, "When I President Obama I equates teachers 
with test scores, that is when we part comp<my." I 07 It is clear that 
fl1turc education rcfcm11 must find an alternative to the current 
reliance on standardized testing in regards to identifying the best and 
worst teachers and schools. The usc of standardized tests as the sole 
means of determining an achievement benchmark is simply not 
I 03. jenna Staul, Te,zchcn Umims Give "Kzcc to the Jlif'" Fzi!tiJ.i{ Grade, HUFFINGIUN 
PosT (Mar. 18, 20 I 0 ), http://www.hutfingtonpost.cornj200<Jj I 0/20/teachers-unions-give-
race n 327S08.html. 
104. !d. The National Educ1tion Association's mission is "ro advocate t<>r education 
professionals and to unite ... members and the nation to fiJi till the promise of public education 
to prepare evcrv student to succeed in a diverse cmd interdependent world." Nat'! Educ. Ass'n, 
NhA \ Vi1ion, jtfi1sion, ;znd Values (2006 ), http:jjwww.nea.org/homc/ I <JS83.htm. 
I OS. Suul, supra note I 03. 
I 06. The NCLB state accoumabilitv system is based on the development of state content 
cmd audemic ;~chievement st;~nd;~rds, which ;~re measured by state assessments and comp;~red 
ro rhe "adequate vearly progress" expectations. 
I 07. Dillon, supr;znore 3S. 
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adequate to meet society's needs and expectations. 1 o~ 
IV. TilE CAMI'All;N FOR fiSCAL EQUITY: BRIDGIN(iTIIE GAP 
BETWEEN fUN DINe;, ACHIEVEMENT, AND EQUITY 
The rebtionship between quality of education and disp~lr~lte 
funding has long been a debate in the education arena. Since the 
1970s, school finance bwsuits have been filed in nc1rly every statc. 109 
I Iistorically, these lawsuits luve f(Kused on equity issues. The trend, 
however, "in school finance litigation has shifted recently tl·om 
equalizing resources across districts to providing adequate I and 
equitable I resources to meet standards and reach student achievement 
goals." 110 The principles encompassing New York St~lte's education 
rd<:m11 model CfE can be applied to current education rd<:m11 in 
order to achieve equity and adequacy in education funding and 
qu~llity. 
A. Background and PniJojJ!cs o{CF'h' v. New Yw* 
CFE President R~mdi Weingarten explains, "CfE's purpose is to 
ensure that demographics do not eqtul destiny t()r New York's public 
school smdents and CFE strives to make it ~l reality everyday."lll 
CFF 1'. New Yod(ll2 commenced in 1993 when CFE, ~l newly-
t(mnded public interest group, tiled a constin1tional challenge to the 
school funding system in New York State.ll3 At that time, the 
organization consisted mostly of concerned parents and education 
advocates seeking to "rdi:m11 New York State's school finance system 
to ensure adequ~lte resources and 'the oppornmity t()r a sound basic 
education for all' sn1dents in New York City."ll4 Accordingly, CfE 
claimed that the school finance system in New York State did not 
I OX. .~(x U.S. Dep't of Educ., supra note 97. 
l O'J. Christopher lkrrv & Charles Wvsong, School hwncc Rc!imn in Red .znd Hluc, 
l 0:3 EllU< :. NEXT (20 I 0 ), .n·;ul:zble .zr http://nlucationnext.org/school-tinclnce-rd(mn-in-red-
and-hlue/ ("The constitutionalitv of state school-tincmce svstems has been under attack l(>r 
norlv 40 vears. Since the Calit<>rnia Supreme Court's l 971 ruling in Serrano 1·. l'riest, tinance-
rct(m11 advoutcs have tiled l3l) .separate lawsuits in 45 states"). 
110. L\liRA LEI'KOWITS, SCIIOOI. ~!NANCE: ~ROM EQUITY TO AllEQliACY (M.lr. 
2004 ), .ll'.zil.zh!e H http://www.statcinnovation.org/Rcsearch/Educati<lll/ Adequacv- Based-
Sell<" >I- Ftmding/50421'1_1' BScil<H>I~inance Brief.aspx. 
Ill. C.1mpaign l(>r Fiscal Equitv, supra note 10. 
112. Cunpaign t(>r ~iscal Fquitv, Inc. v. New York, 100 N.Y.2d X'J3 (N.Y. 2003). 
113. !d. 
114. Campaign li>r Fiscal Equitv, .IUJ>r;znotc 10. 
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provide sufficient funds to New York City public schools.IIS CrE 
also argued that, as a result, the system denied its students their 
constitutional right to a "sound basic education" under the New 
York Constitution.II6 The Education Article of the New York 
Constitution st~ltes that "the legislature shall provide for the 
maintenance ~md support of a system of free common schools, 
wherein all the children of JNew YorkJ may be educated."II7 The 
decision in CFh' defined the meaning of this Education Article and 
determined that the New York City public school system was in 
violation of the Education Article.II X 
As the case moved through the New York State court system, 
there were various t(mnulations of what the state must do in order to 
comply with constih1tional requirements. The Appellate Court 
decided that the New York Constihltion requires only that schools 
provide the opportunity to learn at an eighth- or ninth-grade skill 
level. 11 <J The New York State Court of Appeals rejected this 
standard, instead finding that a sound basic education consisted of 
"the basic literacy, calculating, and verbal skills necessary to enable 
children to eventually tlmction productively as civic participants 
capable of voting and serving on a jury." 120 With the Court of 
Appeals holding that the New York City public schools violated this 
right, I21 <111 students in New York public schools now have the right 
to an "opportunity t()r a meaningful high school education, one 
which prepares them to function productively as nvtc 
participants. " 122 
In coming to this decision, the court considered the f()llowing 
LKtors: ( 1) the skills necessary t()r the schoolchildren in our modern 
society to tlmction productively as civic participants; (2) "inputs" in 
the education system, such as teaching and teacher quality, school 
LKilities and classrooms with respect to environment and class size, 
and instrumentalities of learning such as textbooks, classroom 
supplies, and computers; and (3) "outputs" in the system, such as 
liS. Czmp:uj;n fin·J-i:,czJ hJuin·, 100 N.Y.2d at <J07. 
116. ld 
117. !d. at <J33. 
!IX. !d. 
I I <J. !d. •lt <J36. 
120. !d. <lt <J34. 
121. Cunp;zign fiN· 1-i:<ul 1-.'<Jllin·, I 00 N. Y.2d at <J47. 
I22. !d. clt <JOX. 
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school completion rates and student test scores_ In 
In every area examined, New York City schools were below 
average compared to the rest of the state. 124 In order f(>r CFE to 
prove its c1se, however, it had to show that the [lilure to provide a 
sound basic education was related to the present tl.mding system.12S 
The Court of Appeals f(nmd that CrE did establish a "causal link 
between the present tlmding system and any proven E1ilure to 
provide a sound basic education."126 New York City schools were 
shown to have the most student need and the highest local cost yet 
the lowest per-student tlmding from the state and the worst 
results. 127 The court held that state aid to New York City schools 
must be increased where the need is high and the local ability to pay 
is low. 12X 
B. Outcomes 
The consequences of CFE's thirteen-year fiscal adequacy lawsuit 
were dramatic, leading to a new er~1 in school finance rdcm11 with the 
enactment of the New York State Education Budget and Rdcm11 Act 
("EBRA") of 2007-2008_129 With over $7 billion in additional aid 
scheduled f(>r New York's public schools from fiscal years 2008-2011 
and the implementation of the accountability initiatives that resulted 
from the litigation, the stage had been set f(>r systemic change that 
would result in real progress f(>r Shllknts.130 
Unf(>rtunatcly, education rd(mn under CFE has been brought to 
123. !d. 
124. .'>(·c 1d c\t 917 ("Among third graders, 3S to 40'){, scored below the I State Reference 
!'oint J, while in the rest of the state abotJt 90% scored above. The evidence showed that at the 
third gr.1ck kvd when children arc expected to luve lcc1rned to read-cl score at the SRI' 
means a child is barely literate, cmd hence that over a third of City schoolchildrm were 
tlmctionally illiterate. Jl'rogr.lm Evaluation Test J scores in science cmd socic1l studies showed 
New York City l(nJrth, sixth and eighth graders invariably in the lowest quclrtik stcltewidc, and 
generally bctwem the I Oth and 16th percentile."). 
12S. /d.at919. 
126. !d. 
127. Cunpa~t;n fin· Fi"·a/ F<JIIitv, I 00 N. Y.2d at 929-30 (citing Bd. of Educ., l.evirrown 
Union Free School Dist. v. Nvquist, S7 N. Y.2d 27 ( 19X2) ). 
12X. /d. clt 929. 
129. TFSTIMO!'\Y 01' HEI.t\1:--:F K. DORA;--:, DEPUTY DIRFCT<>R Of' TIIF Ci\,\ll'i\Il;:--.J !'OR 
FISCAl. EQUITY (CFE): 200X-2009 Bum;FT TESTIMONY (Feb. 4, 200/;), cll"clil:zh/c czt 
ilrtp://w\vw.ckquitv.<>rg/static_pclgesj200X%20lHJdget%20testim<lllV%202-4-0X-Iillal.fKlt·. 
130. ld at I. 
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a standstill due to budget cuts.I3I In february 2011, Governor 
Andrew Cuomo announced his budget rd(mn plan, which essentially 
took back the rem~1ining dollars delivered under the 2007 settlement 
of the CfE case.I32 CfE explains the history of the devastating 
budget plan by stating: 
In 2007 the legislature and the governor agreed to increase 
foundation aid (basic classroom operating aid) by $5.5 billion over 
four years. Over 70l)'!J of this foundation aid goes to high need 
schools and districts in order to ensure everv student has access to 
educational opportunity. In 2007-08 a t(mndation aid increase of 
$1.1 billion was enacted and in 2008-09 the enacted f(mndation <lid 
increase totaled $1.2 billion. In 2009-10 state school aid was 
frozen, and in 2010-11 Governor I David I Paterson enacted a $1.4 
billion cut in state aid. Seventy nine percent (79c)1,) of the cut, 
known as the Gap Elimination Adjustment, was in f(mndation aid 
($1.1 billion) last year. In this year's budget Governor Cuomo Ius 
proposed a record setting $1.5 billion cut in school aid with 79% 
being attributable to f(mndation aid. Governor Cuomo's proposed 
f(mndation aid cut this year is $1.2 billion bringing schools to pre-
CFE funding levels f(>r f(mndation aid_I33 
Although rd(mn under CfE is currently at a standstill due to 
funding issues, the principles behind CFE, including equity and 
adequacy, inputs instead of outputs, and accountability, can be 
applied to help lessen the achievement gap and restore education 
equity. Specifically, CfE f(>euses on providing equitable and 
adequate funding. furthermore, CfE makes it clear that by analyzing 
the inputs in regards to education rd(mn, such as the court did in 
Crr: v. New York, I34 fi.1ture education rd<m11 will close the 
achievement gap. In the past, an emphasis has been placed on the 
outputs of the education system (i.e., test scores), I3S but in order to 
initiate rd(>rm, the emphasis must shift to an analysis of the inputs 
I31. BRUCE D. BAKER, SCI IOOL FllNlliNli FAIRNESS 1:--.J NEW YORK ST;\TE: AN 
EVi\LU;\TION OF TilE CO:--.JCFI'TUAL i\Kll EMI'IRJCi\L BASIS i\:--.Jil IMI'LFMEKTi\TIO:--.l 01' TIIF 
NEW YORK S"L\TF FOllNlli\TION A Ill l'ROliRi\M (Oct. I, 20 II). 
I32. Campaign f(lr Fisul h]uiry, Cfl" :111d A()F TcstJinon}·: Gmn-nor OtonuJ\ Hl!<(t;cr 
:t:tkcs H:tck 100% n( Rcnwini1~ CFF hnul1 Surcwidc (Feb. 1 S, 20 II), ;11";11/;Thlc :1t 
http:/ jwww .dc<]llity .< >rg/h<>me/dc _and_aqe _ testimcmy_g<>venl<>r_ cu<>m< "-budget _rakes_ back_ 
100.php. 
I33. 1d 
134. Campai~11 ii>r Piscal Equity, Inc. v. New York, 100 N.Y.2d tN3, 901 (2003). 
13S. R:witch, supra note 96. 
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(i.e., class size, quality of teachers and bcilitics, available resources, 
etc. ).136 In addition, CfE creates accountability measures that will 
help to fight the achievement gap. Shifting the education reform 
paradigm based on the principles of CfE is necessary to t:Kilitatc <1 
successful rdC:m11. 
V. A SOLUTION ROOTED IN PRINCIPLE: I lOW TilE CfE 
STANDARD CAN CONTRIBUTE TO EDUCATION REFORM AT A 
NATIONAL LEVEL 
Even though CfE is currently inoperative because of lack of 
funding, the principles behind CfE have the potential to create rc.1l 
rdC:m11 and should be adopted at the tedcral level. These principles 
include a change in more than the hmding system, such as a mandate 
f(>r equitable and adequate tlmding, a shift of f(>eus from outputs to 
inputs, and rd(>rmcd account<lbility measures. 
A. cducztion Rcfhnn A1ust Be Comprchcnsivcl37 
Education reform should not be limited solely to budget and 
finance rdC:m11. Equal funding, after all, docs not automatically result 
in equality; equal funding f(>r unequal needs is not cquality.I3t~ CfE 
recognizes that limiting education rd(mn to budget and finance is 
not the solution.I 3<J By placing the emphasis of rd(>rm on an analysis 
I36. Cunp;llj;n tin· hlulic.quin·, I 00 N. Y .2d X<J4. 
I37. Eduution rd(mn must be comprehensive; even sem<mtics must be considered. The 
term «achievement gap" has a derogatory connotation in the sense that it implies that the «gap" 
is Llrgch· a student-centered problem. In realitY, students do not need to C<ltch up, the system 
docs. !'or this reason, education rd(m11 should begin with ;l vcrv simple ch;mgc--in 
tcrminolot,'Y. Instead of idcntit\•ing the problem as an <'achievement gap," the phr;lsc "fimding 
gap" or "education debt gap" would serve ;lS a more appropriate Libel. These labels implv th;lt 
the problem is not stulknt-ccntcrcd, instead serving to hold evcrvonc accountable f(>r succcsstitl 
education rd(mn. Further, bv Libeling schools «at risk," or referring to them as «drop out 
Llctorics" and ".sinkholes," we arc only encouraging the prolikration of the achievement gap. 
Dispar;lging terms such as these stigmatize schools and students, thus lowering the bar l(>r 
npect<ltions ;md st;uKbrds. Glnri.z r.n!mn-JWhizg' Rckzmcs the R;zu:zl Achin·cmcnt G;lf\ 
N,\T'I. WRITIN<; l'R<l)FCT (Apr. 2007), http://www.nwp.org/cs/public/print/resource/25I3. 
I3X. Kozor., Sllf>l:l note 46, at 54. The initi;ll R rrr application weighed whether St;ltCS 
were maintaining overall education h111ding i11 the midst of the recession, but it did not 
prioritize cquit.zhlc fi111ding Kross school district lines. 
I3<J . . ~(·c Clmpaign f(>r fiscal Equity, Overview, OUR WORK (Feb. IX, 20II), 
http://www.ckquin·.org/static. php?pagc=overview&category=our _work (explaining that in 
addition to budget re!(mn, "CFE's policy research and a1ulyses vicki in-depth, flct-b;JSCli and 
actionable reports to stimulate discussion and infim11 decision-m;lking on critiul cducltion 
policv questions"). 
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of the "inputs" into schools while also considering the "outputs," the 
court in CFh' v. New Ym* f(mnd a correlation between the state 
tlmding scheme and the f:1ilurc of New York City schools to provide 
a sound basic education to their studcnts. 140 fiscal resources arc 
merely part of a broader issue-the tip of the equity iceberg. 
focusing solely on s~1larics and revenues distracts from other 
equally important problems, such as quality of education. Other 
t:Ktors affecting the quality of students' education must also be 
considered in regard to both causes of and solutions to the 
achievement gap. for example, a succcsstl.ll rcf(mn must take into 
account the t:lCt that high-poverty schools "contend with challenges 
such as the recruitment and retention of highly effective teachers and 
the promotion of a rigorous curriculum. High-poverty schools not 
only report lower numbers of certified, experienced teachers but also 
suffer from greater teacher turnovcr." 141 Additionally, f:Ktors such 
as the quality of the administrative staft~ class size, accountability 
provisions, parent involvement, and academic expectations of 
students must all be considcrcd. 142 "A lack of awareness and 
engagement among the public I regarding the I existence and extent of 
the achievement gap I as well as I the realities of poverty and 
segregation," must also be redressed in order to initiate rcform.143 
A greater emphasis must be placed on the analysis of these system 
inputs in order to pervasively rct<m11 the education system. While in 
the past education rcf(mn has placed an emphasis on outputs (test 
scores, meeting standards, etc.), 144 a shift to a deeper analysis of 
inputs is critical. Education rcf(>rm must place the f(>eus on bctors 
such as teacher quality, school t:Kiliries, and classrooms with respect 
to environment and class size, as well as "instrumentalities of 
learning" such as textbooks, classroom supplies, and computcrs.14S 
Inputs (and outputs) should take into consideration all aspects of 
rcf(>rm and should not be limited to merely academic and/or financial 
ISSUCS. 
140. C:zmp;~if{n fin· h1c:zl hJuin·, 100 N.Y.2d at 909. 
141. ABFRl;}·:R FT i\1.., .llif'/';lllOtl" 26. 
142. .~(·c p;cncr:zlh· KOZOL, supnznotc 46 (discussing; vc1rious E1ctors other than funding; 
that contribute to the qualitv of cduution a school is abk to provide). 
143. TEACH HlR AM., .wpnznotc 57. 
144. Ravitch, supr;~ note 96. 
14S. Czmp:u.f:;n fi;r J<i,c:z! Fquin·, 100 N.Y.2d at 909. 
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H. Accounuhili~v Initiative..,· and Investing Funds· f(Jr A1easunhlc 
Results· 
A further ~1nalysis of inputs (and outputs) must be accompanied 
by better accountability initiatives. "Empirical evidence shows that, 
when effectively spent, ~ldcqtutc school tlmding yields dramatic 
improvements in academic achicvcmcnt." 146 With the passage of 
EB RA, there is the potential f(>r schools to "fin~1lly I get I the 
resources they need to address past tlmding inadequacies." 147 
EBRA ~Kcountability measures were meant to ensure that "new 
resources reach the highest-need students in the lowcst-pcrf(>rming 
schools," 14X an atlirmativc action that would help lessen the 
achievement gap. 149 When executed correctly, the accountability 
measures also "provide the transparency necessary to determine if the 
stated goals arc being achieved," which is another important 
safeguard to help ensure that funding is being spent appropriately.' 50 
CfE's "key accountability tool" is the Contract f(>r Excellence 
("Contract")·' s I The Contract provides each low-perf(>rming school 
district with a substantial t\mding increase. In exchange, the school is 
required to submit a Contract indicating how the additional t\mding 
will be spent and what it will accomplish. 1S2 The usc of the Contr~Kt 
helps ensure that education rd(mll is not derailed at any stagc. 153 
The federal government, through its rdcm11 initiatives, has the ability 
to make schools accountable, as well, through a similarly modeled 
pn>gram. 
Other accountability measures include: 
Requiring the Board of Regents to design new measures f(>r school 
success that look at year-to-year growth of individual students; 
broadening key measures to include bctors such as high school 
graduation, college enrollment and graduation rates in addition to 
test scores; requiring districts to provide clear int(mnation to 
146. C1mpc1ign t(>r Fiscal Equity, fmplcmcntatt(m and An:ounta!Jl!in·. OUR WORK, 
http:/ jwww .ckq u i tv.< >rg/static. ph p? page= implcmenta ti< "1_ a1lll_ ace< >tlnUbi I i tv& Cltegorv =our_ 
work (last visited Ike. 27, 2012). 
147. ld 
14X. ld 
149. ld 
150. !d. 
151. ld 
IS2. Campaign t<>r Fiscal Equity, supr:Jnotc 146. 
IS3. !d. 
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parents through school leadership report cards and plain language 
student progress reports that track year-to-year progress on state 
tests; and providing a "straightf(mvard written explanation about 
these tests." I 54 
Accountability measures under the Contract system speak to the 
importance of comprehensive education rcf(mn. But most of all, the 
Contract provides structure and guidelines on which to base tlrturc 
education rd(xm. In order to achieve successful rcf(xm, results must 
be controlled and quantified. The Contract system allows f(>r both. 
further research into the Contract system would be a sound 
investment fc>r firturc rcfc>rm at the federal level. 
Additionally, CfE's goal includes guaranteeing that New York 
plays an active role in overseeing its rcf(xm initiatives. This oversight 
includes the detailed review of proposed Contracts as well ;lS the 
continued monitoring of Contracts that have previously been 
approvcd. 155 Additionally, open communication and collaboration 
between the New York State Education Department, the 
Commissioner, and the Board of Regents is a critical complement to 
local district ctlorts.156 CfE reports on New York City's Contracts 
arc helping to hold the city accountable f(>r allocating its timds in 
accordance with the law-a long overdue necessity. 
Accountability is key to education rcfc>rm. By f(>llowing the 
accountability initiatives of CfE, a succcssftd rcf(mn can be 
implemented on the federal level, as well. Holding states responsible 
f(>r their pcrf(mnancc under accountability regulations will help 
counteract the achievement gap. I 57 In addition to accountability 
rcfc>rm, it is important to base tlrturc rcfc>rm on principles of 
adequacy and equity. By doing so, education rcf(mn will be 
succcssftd in its cHcxts to close the achievement gap. 
154. !d 
155. !d. 
IS6. !d. 
157. ld 
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VI. THE ROAD AHEAD: WHY PRINC:ll'LES OF ADEQUACY ANn 
EQUITY MUST CONVERGE 
Equity-t<xused court cases, while successtld in reducing tlmding 
disparities between school districts in many states, have hlkn short 
of being the end-all curc. 1 s:-; hrst, att~1ining equity is not achieved 
solely through increases in education spending. The achievement gap 
is not static. 1"9 With the current pressure surrounding standardized 
test scores, schools with adequate resources arc improving at a bstcr 
rate, while schools with inadequate resources arc either static or 
experiencing slowed pcrt(>rm~mcc despite r-cccrvmg increased 
tlmds. 160 In other words, poorer schools ~1re expected to play catch-
up while receiving the same level of fi.mding ~1s their wealthier 
counterparts. In this respect, equ~1lized funding continues to result in 
unequal educuional opportunities.I61 
Although the name CrE rdkcts the organization's mission, it did 
not win in court based on equity; CFE won on adequacy because the 
state's constitution is silent on equity.I62 However, CfE acnDlly 
strives to link ~1dequacy and equity in an attempt to dose the 
achievement gap. 
Gloria L1dson-Billings, a Professor of Urban Education at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, analogizes the achievement gap 
issue in education to the debate concerning the United States' 
national debt problem. She points out th~lt while political figures 
boast ~1bout budgets that do not contribute to the current national 
debt, discussions concerning ways to rectify the debt arc often 
overlooked. 163 A similar problem exists in the education ftmding 
context. Even when equal funding is judicially mandated in order to 
stop the widening of the achievement gap, poorer schools continue 
to lag behind wealthier schools because the achievement gap is not 
being dosed; it merely remains static. 1M 
I Sl'. Brian ). Nickerson & Gerard M. Dccnihan, hnm Fquin· to Adcquan·: The hp::1f 
H:1ttfe fin- lncrc.1sed St:ltc FundinJ~ oFJ'oor .~dwol f)im·ictl· in New York, 30 l:'ORlll 1.\ivl l.JRB. 
L.j. 1341, 13'12 (2003). 
I S9. G!on;l f:ulmn-!lJ!hilgs Rckuncs the Rau;11 Adu(Tcmcnt (,;If', supr:1notc 137. 
160. fd 
161. KozoL, supra non: 46, at 214. 
162. Ell.H\ l:'OLFY, STL!llENT-BASEil BL!IX;ET!N(; IN TolKill Tli'v!ES: TilE NE\V YoKK 
(:rrY EXI'FIUFN<:E (2010), :ll'aibhle at http://www.anncnbcrginstitutc.org/VUE/wp-
comcm/pdi/VUE2<) _ J.Colcd.pdf. 
163. G/on;1 Lulmn-Hilhi1gs Rcfhunes the R:1o;d Achinuncnt (,;If', sup1:1notc 137. 
164. ld 
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The rulings in equity cases have E1llen short in many areas. for 
example, courts have t:1iled to address the needs and claims of nuny 
urban school systems. Such school districts ~md their supporters 
contend that they need additional, not equal, tlmding to address the 
educational needs of the large numbers of their sntdents who are at 
risk of academic t:1ilure due to the dkcts of poverty and other 
socioeconomic problems.165 Simply obtaining timding equal to other 
school districts is not suHicient, it is argued, given the extraordinary 
needs of such districts. 166 There is nothing bir about equal tlmding 
for unequalneeds.167 
Successti.tl rcf()rm will require a change in tlmding formulas. 
Principles of equity and advocacy should be considered in relation to 
creating new school-ti.mding t(xmulas. Currently, local property taxes 
remain a nujor source of school revenue.1 6H Consequently, states 
need to modifY their education financing t()rmulas to provide more 
state aid to poorer districts to otf<>et lower local property tax revenues 
in such districts, providing less st~lte aid to wealthier districts.169 
Even though complete equality in ti.mding is likely unrealistic, 
especially as it is not required under most state court decisions, 170 
large disparities in fi.mding171 between school districts must, at a 
165. Ko~:oL, supr;l nore 46, at 214. 
166. /d. 
167. !d. at 54. 
16H. ld at 120-21. 
169. !d. 
170. San Antonio 1ndep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriquez, 411 U.S. I ( 1973) (rejecting plaintitE' 
equal protection claim under the t:ourteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court held that 
education was not a timdamental right under the Constitution. It therd(m~ held that disparities 
in the provision of education services <llld bcilitics did not have to be justified by a showing 
that thev served a compelling governmental interest, but could be justified merelv 1w showing 
that a ratio1ul basis existed f(>r such a taxing medunism. Because the local propertv tax svstem 
had a ratione\ I basis, in the view of the Court, it was not unconstitutional). 
171. Valerie Strauss, Srud1· Sh01F1 /)np J)i'JJ;JJ-itic.l 1i1 huu1Ii1p fi;r .khoo/1, \VASil. 
I'< lST, Oct. 12, 20 I 0, a l';llllhk H http://voices. washingtonpost.comjanswcr-sheet/equitv/studv-
sht>ws-deq>-disparities-i .l1tml 
(describing the studv "Is School l'unding t:air> A National Report Card," which t(nmd: (I) 
higher-timded st<ltes predominate in the Northeast (New jersev, Vermont, New York, 
Connecticut, and Massachusetts), although Wyoming, District of Columbia, Alaska, and 
Hawaii c1lso have timding InTis that exceed the national average by at lec1st 40'){,; (2) the lowest 
funded states predominate in the South elm! vVest· Tennessee, Oklahoma, Idaho, Utah, 
Mississippi, Arizona, and Arkansas have the lowest adjusted sure and locll revenues per pupil; 
and ( 3) the disparitv between the highest- and lowesr-timded states is vast-using our 
nationally adJusted lit,'Ures, a student in Tennessee receives about 40% of the hmding of a 
comparable student in Wvoming). 
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minimum, lx- greatly reduced to allow schools to pcrf(>n11 on a more 
equal playing tlcld. 
Equity and adequacy go hand-in-hand because thcv arc both 
essential clements that arc missing from current reform. Adequacy 
t(xuscs on defining a minimum level of funding needed f()!· students 
to succeed .172 The problem with adequacy is that the bar is currently 
set too low.I73 Adequacy guarantees every child an equal minimum, 
not equality ;Kross the board. Yet if we provide our children with 
merely ;ln adequate education, cannot we expect only adequate and 
not excellent citizens? 174 In order to achieve excellence, we must 
demand more than mere adequacy. Equity, on the other hand, 
demands cquality.I7S Usually equity is used in reference to financial 
cquality. 17(, True equity, however, is more than mere financial 
cquality.I77 Equity ensures that all students, regardless of their zip 
code, l7X have equal prospects f()r education-related success. Equity 
with regards to the quality of education a student receives and equity 
in available resources arc both impcrativc.I7<J 
Economic integration, in conjunction with the implementation of 
the principles encompassing Cl<'E, has the potential to help achieve 
both adequacy and equity in education rd<m11. 1 xo In addition to 
rcli~1ble accountability initiatives and a comprehensive analysis of 
inputs and outputs, both federal ~md state governments must create 
policies that encourage schools to assist in the creation and 
implementation of economically diverse schools.! X I 
!72. lntcrculturcll DeY. Research Ass'n, Fquitr Vcrws Adc<JII.ZCI; 
http://www .idra.< >rg/Educati<m_l'<>iicv.htm/~air_ ~unding_t(Jr_ the_ ( :omm<m_ Cotlll/Equit:y_ ys 
_Adequacv/ (last visited March IX, 20!2). 
!73. !d. 
!74. !d. 
!75. ld 
!76. !d 
!77. ld 
!7X. TFAU I HJR AM., supr.znotc 57. 
!7<J. !d. 
I XO. .~(·c gcncr.zlh· AllER(;ER ET M .. , supr;znotc 26. 
I X I. !d 
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A. The Politio· Bclniui Economic lnugr;ltion 
Economic integration has the potential to "I break I down the 
barriers that keep low-income sn1dcnts out of already existing 
succcsstld schools."11l2 Additionally, "I a I compelling body of 
evidence is present behind [the [ alternative" of intcgr~lting public 
schools based on incomc.1X3 While the politics encompassing 
economically diverse schools arc more complicated than past 
approaches to education reform, "the potential fiJr narrowing the 
achievement gap is I much I grcatcr."11l4 In order to realize this 
potential, the government should consider funding research to study 
the cflCcts of economic integration on the achievement g~1p.1 HS 
According to Kahlenbcrg, "forty years of research shows that the 
single most important predictor of academic achievement is the 
socioeconomic status of the Lm1ily a child comes from, and the 
second most important predictor is the socioeconomic makeup of the 
school [the child] attcnds."11l6 A change in the t<m11 of an 
economically based integration plan has the potential to fully address 
these issues. 
The federal government has the power to promote economic 
integration by providing funding incentives under the ESEA 
reauthorization, NCLB, and other programs like R TIT. Creating 
financial incentives f(x districts "to integrate their schools 
I economically] is a policy" that could work directly to counteract the 
achievement gap and "reject once and f()r all the 'separate but equal' 
approach to educating America's childrcn."1R7 
1 R2. !d. at 2R. 
1 R3. !d. at 2. 
1 R4. !d. at 2S. 
IRS. Andrew j. Rotherham, /)ocs lncomc-Hzscd .~dwol lnt<:~.;r;ztJ(JJI ~Vork?, TIJ\IJ-:, Oct. 
2R, 2010, :zvail:zhlc at 
http: I lwww. ti 111e .u >mltimclnati< mlartic lci0,8S 99,202 78S 8, 00. htm I# ixzz 1 i WI xdtXS 
("[ T [he studv looked at about 8SO low-income students whose bmilies took :Jdvanuge of 
housing programs that e1ublcd them to live in aftluem parts of Maryland's Montgomerv 
County. Over the course of seven vears, the high-poverty students :mending low-povcrtv 
schools had better outcomes than their peers who attended schools tlut had greater numbers of 
poor students. In particular, the achievement gap at the c:lementarv level W:ls cut in half r(>r 
math and bv a third in reading"). 
IH6. ABJ-:Rt;ER ET AI.., supr:znote 26, at 9 (citing Richard Kahlcnberg, Rcscwizg Brown 
v. Board of Education: l'rofilcs oF Twelve .~d]()o/ J)i,nia,· l'w:w1izg Soo(JcconomJ(· .~dwol 
lnt<gJ:ztion, TilE CENTURY FOUNil. (2007), 
http: I lwww. tcf.< >rglpu bl icati< msl educati< mid istrictpn >rl lcs. pdf). 
I R7. !d. at 30. 
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The idea of economic integration is not novel, but it is extremely 
controversial and has met with much resistance. "I A I glaring 
problem ti·om a policy perspective I is the bet that I low-income 
hmilics tend to live in the same neighborhoods, and dramatically 
changing housing patterns-or school-zoning boundaries-as a 
brgc-sok rd!:m11 measure is impractical,, as well as improbable.' xx 
"In nuny of these districts, the poverty is so widespread the 
mathematics of economic integration don't work-there arc not 
enough non-poor students., 1 X<J "The tl1lfillmcnt of the dream of 
equity t()r the poor districts ... is I often I seen by richer districts as a 
'nightmarc."'l'JO Wealthier districts tear that redistributing resources 
and funding would make all schools mediocre rather than excellent, 
thus dragging down the best schools to a middle ground of 
unit!:m11ity.I<JI Often, poorer schools arc described using terms such 
as sinkholes, 1 'J2 and the idea of throwing money away resonates 
through the system at the state and federal levels. Research, hO\vcvcr, 
suggests that this te~u is unf(mndcd. 1 'J3 More specifically, a cost-
benefit analysis of economic integration suggests that this method 
has the potential to be highly cost-dlicicnt. I <J4 
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With the pending reauthorization of ESEA, as well as the $4.35 
billion in tl.mding being allocated f(>r R lTT, the federal government 
will be playing a key role in whatever education rdl:m11 occurs in the 
fi1turc. To date, the Obama administration has, through its support 
of charter schools and other cfl(>rts under R'ITT, stayed away from 
the issue of reducing the number of high-poverty schools via 
integration. However, the federal government, working together 
with states, has the power to take a vital step toward eliminating the 
achievement gap through research-based initiatives f(Kuscd on 
economic integration. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
"I W lc arc at a unique moment in education rcf(xm in the U nitcd 
States. The federal government is prepared to I allocate an 
unprecedented level of tlmding f(>r I targeted rdl:m11s." I <JS Therefore, 
the federal government has the potential to contribute to a succcsstl.Ii 
education rcf(mn and ensure that all students receive more than an 
adequate education. However, current rd(>rm initiatives miss the 
mark. States should not be pitted against each other in a competitive 
race to receive federal tlmding. Rather, federal flmding should be 
otlcrcd equally, based on need and utilizing incentives tlut strongly 
encourage states to contribute to the elimination of the achievement 
gap. It is critical that the federal approach to this issue be based on 
incentives and choice as opposed to coercion and competition. 
The federal government should look to state-level rcfcmn f(>r 
guidance. After all, education policy is largely lett to the states, as 
they arc seen as closer to the pcople. 1 96 As the federal administration 
and Congress continue to implement new education rd(mn 
programs, specific and targeted strategies f(>eusing on the principles 
encompassing New York State's CFE rdcmn cff(>rt, in conjunction 
with the principles of economic integration, should be rcsc~1rchcd and 
implemented in order to meet the nation's goal of closing the 
achievement gap f()r low-income snKicnts. 
The federal government should, like the CfE, create equitable 
and adequate fl.mding. To fldtill this goal, the government must be 
willing to adopt a policy of analyzing and f(>eusing on inputs (while 
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still taking outputs into consideration) in order to implement policies 
that will close the achievement gap. The government should also usc 
adequate accountability measures, as demonstrated by CfE. Inequity 
in school hmding must be remedied in order for the current 
cducltion caste system to be abolished. All students should have 
access to the resources they need to receive a meaningful education, 
rcg~1rdlcss of their zip code.! '>7 
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